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strange as it may seem, it proved in a conspicuous
degree a cosmopolitan force in literature. The average
Englishman of the eighteenth century was more a
citizen of the world (I am thinking essentially of
literary, not of political ideas) than his predecessor
of the seventeenth, and quite certainly more than his
successor of the nineteenth. He could travel all over
Europe and appreciate with intelligent interest the
literary activities of his day, in so far as language
was no barrier—and the universality of French
lessened the difficulties in this way. And the con-
tinental dweller could visit England; and the books
he wrote about us show that he found here an
ample basis for understanding us and our literature;
even if he did find phenomena that seemed to him
glaringly anachronistic and contrary to his idea of
good taste.
There were, it is true, certain outward happenings
at the very beginning of the century which pre-
disposed it to a cosmopolitan attitude of mind.
For a hundred years the Huguenots had enjoyed
freedom of thought in France. In 1685 they were
deprived of this freedom by the Revocation of the
Edict of Nantes. The result was that the flower of
the French nation was scattered across Europe.
These exiles settled in Holland, in England, in
Germany, where they turned to their pens as a means
of livelihood. They established great international
reviews in Holland in which, in their own French
tongue—then regarded as a universal literary medium
—they interpreted the thought and the civilization
into which they had been thrown. These journals
were tremendous binding forces towards cosmo-
politanism in Europe. But that does not explain
everything ; for it is still a mystery why these French-
men were able to open their minds so freely to the new
life and literature around them. The Revocation
of the Edict of Nantes was an external determining
cause of literary cosmopolitanism in the eighteenth

